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This publication, the sixth in the series of GARP Special Reports, contains
the report of the third session of the Tropical Experiment Board (TEB) of the
GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) held in Geneva from 27 to 29 April 1972.
Invitations were sent out by the Secretary-General of WMO on behalf of WMO and ICSU.
The TEB was established to act as a central international body for the
planning and implementation of GATE. Its members are the officially designated
representatives of the Member governments which have signified their intention of
contributing substantially to GATE, together with the representatives of WMO
Regional Associations I, III and IV.
It was only five years ago that the original agreement which launched
GARP as a joint research programme was signed between WMO and ICSU, and already
GARP has become on all sides a symbol of hope and promise for a much-needed major
improvement in man's understanding of the atmospheric processes and in his application of this knowledge for useful practical purposeso The first experiment
scheduled under GARP is the GATE, and in more ways than one the success of GATE
will have a major impact on the success of GARP as a whole.
The response of interested countries in offering substantial contributions
to GATE in the form of observing platforms, facilities and expertise is most'-:encouraging. In addition to these contributions, however, the discussions at the
session left no doubt that the success of the experiment would also depend heavily
upon the full support of all the WMO Members in the region of GATE by maintaining a
high degree of reliability in the functioning of all their meteorological stations.
It is earnestly hoped that all Members of WMO whose territories fall within this
area will bear this point in mind.
Apart from a few minor editorial changes, the report contained herein is in
the form approved by the Tropical Experiment Board. The findings and recommendations
of the Board will be considered in due course by competent bodies of WMO and ICSU.
Action has already been taken on certain of the more urgent interim measures
. proposed.

~r

D. Ao Davies
Secretary-General, WMO
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1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

1.1

Opening of the session

1.101
The third session of the Tropical Experiment Board (TEB) was opened at
10 a.m. on 27 April 1972 at' the WMO Headquarters, Geneva, by the Chairman of TEB,
Dr. B. Jo Mason. The list of participants is contained in Appendix A.
101 02
Dr. K. Langlo, Deputy Secretary-General of WMO, welcomed the participants
on behalf of the Secretary-General and expressed his particular satisfaction at the
presence of representatives of several other international organizations. He observed
that the Board would have to make some decisions which could be considered crucial to
the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE~ and urged the session to concentrate on
the experiment itself rather than involve itself too deeply in the details of execution
and management. In assuring the session of the help and support of the Secretariat
staff when the need arose, Dro Langlo concluded by wishing the participants an amicable
and fruitful meeting.
1.1.3
Professor F. A. Stafleu on behalf of the International Council of
Scientific Unions, observed that he had closely followed the development of the project
and was keenly aware of the benefits that may be engendered by its implementation.
He noted with pleasure that Professor Stewart of JOC and Dr~ Kuettner of the SMG had
agreed to address the ICSU officers on the progress being made in GARP o As a result
of this, he hoped that suggestions might be made within ICSU as to the use of GATE
data in furthering our knowledge of the role of the atmospheric circulation in the
distribution of natural and artificial substances which may cause problems in the human
environmento Professor Stafleu expressed his gratitude to WMO both for the facilities
made available for this meeting and for the excellent spirit of co-operation it has
always shown towards ICSU in the joint development of GARP. He concluded by thanking
the services and organizations which have offered to make contributions to the GATE
programme, without whiGh the experiment could not proceed.
1.2

Election of Chairman

Dr. B. J. Mason was unanimously re-elected Chairman of the Tropical
Experiment Board for the duration of the session and up to the next session of the
Board.
.103

Adoption of the agenda

At the suggestion of the JOC representative it was agreed to discuss the
global implications of GATE as a new item after item 4 of the provisional agendao
The final agenda is reproduced in Appendix B.
104

Working arrangements

The Board decided to meet mainly in plenary session, small working groups
being formed as and when necessary.
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PROGRESS REPORT BY THE SCIENTIFIC AND MANAGEMENT GROUP

2.1
The Scientific and Management Group (SMG) was formally established on
1 January 1972
As from 1 February, 'Mro R. Long was seconded on a long-term basis
by the U.SoAo to work with the three original ISMG members, Dro J. Po Kuettner (U.S.A.)
Dr. N. E. Rider (U.K.) and Dr. I. Go Sitnikov (U.S.S.Ro). pr. Kuettner and Dr. Rider
met for a ten day period in February 1972 to continue the planning work, and from
mid-April all four members of the SMG were at Geneva engaged in preparing for TEB-Ill o
0

2.2
The Board was informed that the WMO Secretariat in general and
Dr. R. D. Bojkov in particular, had continued to provide outstanding support and
assistance in all aspects of the work of the SMG.
2.3
Most aspects of progress in planning GATE are covered by items 4, 6 and
7 of the agenda. Dr. Kuettner informed the session that the SMG had edited for publication the report presented to TEB-I! entitled "GATE Experiment Design Proposal".
Changes were either of a non-substantive nature or were in response to suggestions
of TEB-II. A more detailed analysis in the section concerning C- and D-scale observa~
tions resulted in a m~n~mum requirement of seven (instead of nine) long-range aircraft
which would include two jet aircraft.
NATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO GATE
3.1
In response to a letter from the Secretary-General of WMO several Members
had submitted statements on the nature of their contributions in terms of observation
platforms, facilities and expertise. These statements were summarized by the SMG
and presented to ~he Board (see Appendix C).
3.2
Several members of the Board took the opportunity of the session to present
an initial response of their country or to supply additional information concerning
their participation in the experiment. In the case of those furnishing additional
information, it was over and above those contributions furnished in formal response to
the letter of the Secretary-General of WMO (see 3.1 above). This information is set
forth in the following paragraphs and the total contributions are summarized in Table 1.
3.3
The UoSoA. plans to launch, before the date of the experiment, a geostationary satellite capable of viewing the GATE B-scale area and will install a
readout station for this satellite in conjunction with the proposed GOCC at Dakar.
As regards polar-orbiting satellites, there. will be the operational ITOS series pro~iding day and night imaging and vertical temperature profile data, and in addition
there may be two research satellites in the NIMBUS series; NIMBUS E, scheduled for
launch early in 1973 p which may still be functioning at the time of the experiment,
and NIMBUS F, scheduled for launch in June 1974.
Other national projects of the U.S.Ao which will be of interest to GATE
3 4
include the Tropical Wind, Energy conversion and Reference Level Experiment (TWERLE,
a pa~t of the NIMBUS F programme) in which constant-level balloons will be released
from three sites in the tropics and tracked in the lower stratosphere. The U.S.A.
also described experiments on a carrier-balloon which releases OMEGA dropsondes on
command via satellite, as well as work in progress on buoy platformso
0
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3.5
The Board was informed that in addition to the dedicated aircraft of the
U.S.A. there would be occasions when hurricane reconnaissance aircraft based in Puerto
Rico would not be required for hurricane investigations and could be used as supplementary observing platforms for GATE.
3.6
Finally the representative of the UoS.A. assured the Board that there was
great and growing interest in GATE in his country and that he was hopeful that still
more facilities might become available.
3.7
The representative of Finland recalled his statement ~t TES-II that at
least nine complete upper-air stations were offered. under YAP. He informed the Board
that three had already been delivered (Mogadiscio, Aden and El Fasher)a The possibility was being considered of ·assigning an expert in upper-air soundings to the SMG.
3.8
The representative of the U.K., reaffirmed the offer of accommodation at
Bracknell for some 20 persons of the SMG, and added that there would be a number of
scientists available for short-term collaboration with the group, and that one
.
scientist would be provided on a full-time basis. The Board noted with great interest
that two of the ships were being chartered by the U.K. for the period of the experiment
at a cost which compared favourably with the cost of maintaining and crewing specialized ships. It was suggested that some other countries might investigate the possibility of chartering a ship in this way. The U.K. ships will be equipped with OMEGA
but not with weather radar.
3.9
The representative of the U.K. also informed the Board that up to five
sets of wind-finding radar could be provided for land stations in the area of the
experiment under YAP, if applications are received in time.
3.10
The representative of the UaS.S.R. confirmed that, during the period of
GATE, the system of meteorological polar-orbiting satellites "METEOR" will be providing direct television and infra-red cl!?ud images over the GATE area a In addition
to METEOR satellites, the U.S.S.R. hoped that, at the time of the beginning of GATE,
an experimental satellite able to give vertical temperature profiles, would be
activated.
3.11
The representative of the U.S.S.R. informed the Board that the contribution
of the U.S.S.R. to GATE is determined in the official statement of Academician Fedorov,
contained in the letter to the Secretary-General dated 22 March 1972. Any additional
contributions could be discussed only after the results of the U.S.SaR. expedition
of five ships (June-September 1972) in the GATE area became available. It is possible
that two of the five ships already committed will be fitted with ID-cm radar for precipitation measurements during GATE.
3.12
The representative of the Netherlands stated that, although the question
was still under consideration, he was hopeful that it would be possible to contribute
an A-scale ship equipped for OMEGA upper-wind findingo
3.13
The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany informed the Board
that two of the ships his country was contributing to GATE would be equipped with
tethered balloons and special radiosonde equipment for boundary-layer measurements.
He also stated that a ID-cm land radar could be made available.
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The representative of France stated, that, whilst the matter_was stilL
subject to financial approval, he was hopeful that a fully'-equipped ship with weather
radar would be available as well as several hundred hours of aircraft flying time. In
addition there was the possibility Of a second ship on a part-time basis. Trials
were under way of tethered balloon platforms at altitudes of 5 km and 20 km carrying
radiometric instruments and TV cameras.
3.15
The representative of Canada confirmed the commitment of a resecirchvessel
to GATE. He expected that the oceanographic vessel "Hudson" with OMEGA wind-finding
capability and possibly weather radar would be available for the experiment. He
informed the Board that interest in GATE in his country was increasing.
3.16
The ~epresentative' of RA-I stated that the Government of Senegal was
greatly interested in GATE and would co-operate to the extent possible in providing
facilities at Dakar. This aspect is dealt with under item 4. In addition, two to
four national scientists would be made available for work in the GOCC.
3.17
The representative of RA-Ill stated that the participation of Brazil was
stHl under consideration, but there was the possibility of a ship (without OMEGA
wind-finding equipment or weather radar) and a long-range aircraft.
3.18
The representative of RA-Ill suggested that the Secretary-General might
carry out a survey in Region III to see how the station networks in the area of the
experiment can best be integrated into GATE.
3.19
Informing the Board that the possibility of participation of a ship from
his country is under consideration, the rep~esentative of Portugal indicated that the
Portuguese administration would examine with the greatest interest requests, that
might be presented for harbour, airfield and other facilities in the CQpe Verde Islands
and that, for this purpose, the necessary details should be made available before the
end of 1972. Altho~gh a 3-cm radar was planned for installation at Praia, this could
be replaced by a ID-cm radar if the equipment could be made available by some other
country. An ozonesonde station would also .be installed at Sal for the time of the
experiment.
3.20
As regards coverage of the GATE area by the OMEGA low-frequency navigational system, the Board was informed that there was every reason to expect that
this would be available and operating to give adequate coverage over the area of
·interest by the start of GATE. Studies carried out in the U.S.A. showed that by
suitable processing, winds of the accuracy required for GATE could be provided by
this system (see also paragraph 6.2).
.
3.21
Those members of the Board concerned with the OMEGA sonde wind-finding
equipment discussed the possibility of a joint procurement in the interests of economy.
It was agreed that such a course of action was indeed a logical one and contact should
be made through the SMG who would explore the possibility with the representative' of
the U.S.A.

TllLE

1

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OCEinC NETWORK OF GATE

b

Highly
probable

Firm
1.

of 28 April 1972

Condl tianaL

Remarks

SHIPS

lJ-Soale (with radar)
France

Type of radar unspecified

1

F.R.G.
F.R.G.
U.S.S.R.
U.S.A.

3 cm
3 cm

1

10 cm

2

Ships .firm - 10 cm radar planned

5.7 cm

~

Shipa firm - (2) radar firm - (1) planned

Last observing period only

(1)

6 (1)

1

A- and A/B-Sca1e

Brazil

1
Rada.r possible

1

Canada.

France

(1)

(1)

F.R.G.

Last observing period only

Netherlands

1

Poland

1

Portugal

1

U.S.S.R.

3

U.K.

2

U.S.A.

2

2 (1)

8 (1)
TOTAL SRIPS FULL TIME
(PART TIME)

2.

4

(1)

(2)

AIRCRAFT
LONG-RANGE
Brazil

1

France

00 Bra.

U.S.S.R.

2

U.K.

1

u.S.A.

4

1 Jet airoraft included

x

u.S.A.

X = unspecified hours of reconn. aircraft

time

Sub-Total
MEDIUM-RANGE
F.R.G.

Jet aircraft

.. ..._..

Sub-Total

~

SHORT-RARGE
U.S.A.

1 Jet aircraft included
Sub-Total
9 + X

TOTAL AIRCRAFT
3.

SATELLITES

Firm

+ 200 Bra.
~gh1y
Condl t1anal
probable

Includes 3 jet aircraft - oDe 01' each range.
Remarks

Earth Synchronous
U.S.A.

2

SMS/GOES

No.l laWlch summer 1913; No. 2 launch 6 mos.
later. Plan installation of readout station
at GOCC.

Polar-Orb! ting

4.

5.

O.S.S.R.

METEOH

2

o.S.A.

ITOS

1

O.s.A.

NDlllUS

u.s. programme oa11s for one satellite in
orbit at all times.
NDmUS E launch late 1972 - may survive
until 1974 - NDlllOS F launch June 1974.

FACILITIES

Wl/W

Consideration by major donors under VAP

~
Portugal

Reaffirmed offer of nine (9) upper-air stations - three (3) now installed
Two complete upper-a.ir ata.tion&l at sal and Praia - 3 om radar at Praia - ozonesonde
station at Sal - use of port and airfield faoi1ties - offer to houae F.R.G. 10 om radar.

O.S.A.

OMEGA network will provide winds of required acouracy with expeoted coverage

Senegal (GOCC)

No difficulty in meeting major requirements - many details to work out - need for two
buildings at coat of approximately 1200,000

GDe

Still indefini tit a. to aize, &loope and location (presumed lIraoknell)

PERSONNEL

~

U'.S.

I

(1) already provided long-term - others as needed (long- or "hort-term)

U.S.S.R •• (1) for ~-6 month. pariod in 1972 or 1973 - (1) in 1973
O.lI:.

I

(1) full timo

France. (1) part time
F.R.G.I (2) full time
U.5.1

a.needed

O. S. S.R •• (1) to b. prOVided

Sen.gall

2 to 4 .ci.ntiats to work locally

Many members intlilrested - no commitm.nts till more detail availabllil.
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ASSESSMENT OF OVERALL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO THE PROJECT PLANS,
IMPLEMENTATION AND SCHEDULE

4.1

An assessment of resources for the oceanic component of GATE

4.101
The SMG presented to the Board an a$sessment of the impact of the presently
committed resources on the experimental design proposal as approved at the second
session of the Board. The JOC representative showed films of observed and numericallyderived flow· fields in the GATE area and emphasized the importance of adequate coverage
of the equatorial belt by A-scale upper-air wind observation stations.
4.1.2
The members of the Tropical Experiment Board regarded as most encouraging
the extent of the support for GATE as demonstrated both by the firm contributions to
date (see paragraph 3.1) and by the additional contributions under active consideration
in several countries (see Table 1). However, although many of the critical observing
~latforms appeared to be ~vailable, in particular ~nstrumented ships, aircraft and
satellites, there were still a number of important deficiencies.
401 0 3..

At least 16 ships were available for GATE, although two of these only
for the last phase of the experiment. Seven or eight would be fully instrumented
(up to six are expected to carry weather radar) as required for the B-scale array.

4.1.4
Eight aircraft capable of operating in the B-scale area, would be available.
The SMG had emphasized the need for long-range jet aircraft. and the Board noted
that, whereas a requirement exists for two, only one long-range jet aircraft was at
present committed. Reconnaissanc·e aircraft flights were planned to supplement the
A-scale observations in the Western Atlantic, and three shorter-range aircraft would
be available for special observations near the African cost.
4.1.5
Thus, in conjuction with the geostationary satellite, the available
platforms appear substantially adequate to conduct the intensive B-scale observational
programme. However, additional upper-air and surface observations will be needed to
provide adequate coverage of the broader A-scale oceanic region.
4.1 6
The number of ships so far indicdted as available was found to be some
six short of the minimum deemed necessary by the TEB in order to meet the primdry
scientific objectives, based on presentations by the members of the SMG and the
representative of the JOC. The contribution of at least five or six additional ships
.was known to be under active consideration, based on statements made at the meeting
and recent correspondence with other countries. Thus the availability of ~hree or
four ef these was considered highly likely.
4

4.1.7
It was recognized that to achieve completely the goals of the experiment
as defined in the GATE Experiment Design Proposal, 27 ships (nine with meteorological
radar) and 12 aircraft, (including 3 long-range jets) would be needed o The Board
reaffirmed that a commitment of the full complement of platforms was still of the
greatest importance in order to take maximum advantage of the unprecedented opportunity
which was now so clearly within reach.

,
-

0

-

4.1.8"
The most critical need was foz: additional simply-instrumented ships capable
of obtaining upper-air observations, especially wind profilel:j, for "the A-scale network.
Such additional contributions would be of the utmost importance for the complete
success of GATE.
4.1.9

In conclusion, the TEB agreed:

(a)

To ask the SMG to proceed with the planning of GATE on the basis that a
minimum of 21 ocean stations within the A- and B..;,scales Can be provided,
and that the first day of GATE will be 15 June 1974;

(b)

To ask the JOG to review the situation at their meeting in June 1972 and
to advise on the d~gree to which the primary scientific objectives can
be met in the light of resources mentioned above;

(c)

To ask the Secretary-General to request TEB countries and also other WMO
Members that might find it possible to participate, which have not yet
submitted firm commitments for ships and aircraft to give urgent consideration to contributing ships and aircraft to GATE and to make firm commitments as soon as possible, preferably not later than August 1972;

(d)

To ask the Secretary-General of WMO to consider the possibility" of offers
of shipboard observing equipment from WMO Members under the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme or by bilateral agreement. This would be effective
in those instances where the lack of shipboard observing equipment presents
insurmountable difficulties for countries enyisaging the contribution of
a ship or ships.

(e)

To ask the Secretary-General of WMO to transmit this report to all
-potential donor countries as an enclosure to a letter stressing the
importance of any additional contributions that they might make to GATE.

4.2

Land-based "observations

4.2.1
The Board was informed of the recent meeting of VAP donors, the results
of which were very encouraging. It was noted that, of the priority requirements for
upper-air observations listed by the SMG, almost all will hopefully be satisfied.
As a result of likely reductions in the number of A-scale ships, the operation and,
~here necessary, the establishment of stations on and near the west coast of Africa
and the north-east coast of South America was of particular importance. The Board
noted with satisfaction the information on the action taken by WMO and stressed the
importance of all upper-adr land stations in the GATE area to the success of the
experiment, particularly those in the equatorial belt (the Gulf of Guinea and the
north-east of South America). The Board urged that every effort be made to bring
all upper-air stations in the GATE area to a state of high realibility.
4.2.2
It is considered of vital importance, for the purpose of continuity in
the east-west direction in the equatorial belt, that an upper-air station be established on Fernando de Noronho.
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Because the B-scale network array, as presently envisaged, is predicated
on the presence of a weather radar at Praia in the CQpe Verde Islands(15° N, 240 W,)
it is considered of vital importance that such a facility be installed. The representative of Portug~l offered to accommodate such an installation, with the ID-cm
radar being furnished by the Federal Republic of Germany.
4.3

GATE Operational Control Centre (GOCC)

4.3.1
With regard to the GOCC, Dr. Seck, Permanent Representative of Senegal,
who attended the meeting as president of RA I, stated that Senegal welcomed the
choice of Dakar as the main base for the experiment and that the Government of Senegal,
subject to the settlement of many details, foresaw no difficulty in meeting the
majority of the requirements, for the use of Dakar in this role.
4.3.2
The Board acknowledged with appreciation this offer of facilities and
the Secretary-General was requested to complete satisfactory arrangements with the
Government of Senegal as soon as possible.
4.3.3
Dr. Seck also stated, as had already been communicated to the SecretaryGeneral of WMO, that Senegal would require funds amounting to about UoS. $200 000
for the construction of two buildings at Dakar airport to house the GOCC. This was
noted by the Boardo
GATE Data Centre (GDG)
4.4.1
The SMG presented an assessment of the manpo~er requirements for the
GDC on the assumption that all data, excluding satellite image data, provided by
national processing centres were to be collected, validated, re formatted and made
available by the GDC. However, the TEB concluded that the resulting total of 40 to
50 persons,. about half professional, half supporting staff, could not be provided or
accommodated internationally.
4.4.2
It was decided that a larger proportion of the required data-processing$
effort would have to be handled by national groups. It was suggested that individual
nations might accept primary responsibilities for assembling integrated data sets for
specific scientific sub-programmes, e.g. boundary layer, radiation and oceanography.
However, it was agreed that at least the basic synoptic data set should be assembled
internationally. The TEB requested the SMG to arrange a meeting of data experts from
·the participating countries to devise a revised data-management plan (to include
resources) immediately after the JOC has formulated data requirementso In particular,
such a meeting should allocate specific responsibilities to particular national
centres, and should consider the problems of formats, recording media and similar
data standards.
4.4.3
The representative of the United Kingdom indicated that a more modest
data centre, comprising perhaps ten or fifteen persons, could be considered for
Bracknell along with the SMG. Supporting clerical and programming personnel could
probably be found locally together with some computer facilities.
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GATE Oceanography Programme

4.5

4.5 1
A representative of the U.S.Ao, presented to the Board a summary of
oceanographic experiments that scientists from the U.S.A. and the Federal Republic
of Germany would like to carry out during GATE. A draft report on the proposals
presented at a meeting in Miami in February 1972 was distributed to the members of
the Board. A summary is repDoduced in Appendix Do
0

4.5.2
The representative of SCOR indicated the continuing interest of SCOR in
strengthening the oceanographic component of GATE. He considered that it was necessary
at this stage to establish an international framework for further oceanographic joint
planning.
4.5.3
The representative of lOG indicated that his organization would be prepared to aid the co-ordination of oceanographic programmes upon appropriate proposals
being made by SCOR.
405.4
The members of the Board expressed the opinion that is would be desirable
to have SCOR consider means of achieving the necessary planning OR an international
level, and that furthermore, an oceanographer would be welcomed as a member of the
SMG. In this respect, the lOG observer offered to assist in liaison with the oceanographic.community to investigate the possibility of the commitment of simple instrumented ships for the A-scale and oceanographic programmes.
.
4.6

Continental African Project (CAP)

4.6.1
The United States delegate described a proposed continental African project to provide information on the characteristics of convective disturbances over
land (close to the western coast) in comparison with those in the B-scale area. This
could, if approved, be a valuable port of or adjunct to GATE.

5.

THE GLOBAL CONTEXT OF GATE

5.1
The representative of JOG stated that GATE could be considered as a
preliminary trial for the first GARP Global Experiment in which special attention was
paid to the tropics. The B-scale area within the A-scale area was intended to provide
basic data for establishing contemporary scale relationships and thus provide means
for the parameterization of convective and boundary-layer processes.
5.2
Dynamical tests of these parameterizations and the effect on longer-term,
larger-scale atmospheric evolutions are essential, and must be accomplished through
global prediction experiments. This is one of the primary scientific objectives of
GATE.
503
Plans for numerical experimentation during GATE therefore depend upon
complete global data sets in near real-time (i.e. within a day or two). It is
therefore essential to plan for extraordinary collections of such data within the

- 9 framework of the WWW by 1974.
be made

Accarding to the JOC it is required that arrangements

to keep fully active all WWW stations
to intensify observations from commercial aircraft and merchant vessels
to expedite reporting and transmission of observations
to systematically interrogate within 24 hours stations with bad or
missing reports
to organize collection centres, probably using existing WMCs.
If the above requirements are fulfilled, this will make

possible~

(a)

Global forecast experiments with dense A-scale area specifications of
the initial conditions to study the interaction of the tropics with the
general circulation;

(b)

A rehearsal for FGGE (1977) as regards the global observing and dataacquisition system in near real-time.

5 5
The Board took note of the JOC statement and recognized the importance
of such an activityo However, there was insufficient time during the session to
assess the implications of such a proposal. Therefore, the Board asked the SecretaryGeneral of WMO to arrange for consideration of this proposal by appropriate WMO bodies
and to submit an assessment of the implications to TEB and JOC.
0

EARLY TRIAL PERIOD FOR DEDICATED PLATFORMS AND SYSTEMS,
EARLY TEST OF THE LAND-BASED UPPER-AIR NETWORK AND
RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE TROPICAL EXPERIMENT COUNCIL
6.1
The Board heard with much interest a statement by the representative of
the UoSoS.Ro regarding their plans for holding a trial with five ships in the GATE
area in 1972 and expressed the hope that this would be successful and that the
experience gained would be made available.
6.2
Consideration was then given to the proposal to hold an early test period
in 1973. New information given by a delegate from the U.S.A. to the effect that upper
winds derived by the use of the OMEGA system in the GATE B-scale area at that time
would be an order of magnitude less precise than was to be expected during the 1974
GATE period itself, was noted. The Board reaffirmed the need to hold preliminary
trials well in advance of GATE, but recognized the difficulties attendant upon bringing
ships and aircraft together for this p~rpose. It was noted that, although the first
several days of the GATE operational schedule were devoted to trials and intercomparison
work, this was not sufficient to ensure the success of the experiment. At that time
there would be no opportunity to make good any major deficiencies.

- la 6.3
The schedules for research vessels, which are established several years
in advance, give rise to particular difficulties in mounting any such preliminary
trials in which they are involved. The delegate from the U.S.A. stated that he
would be able to make two vessels available for about two weeks in August 1973 in
the Dakar area, and the delegate from the U.S.S.R o informed the Board that one of
their ships would be similarly available in late July/early August 1973. Other members
of the Board were unable to offer platforms at this time but saw some likelihood of
taking part in intercomparison tests at other times.
6.4
The Board identified five possible test and intercomparison periods which
would contribute to the success of the GATE observational programme. These areg

(a)

in the first two weeks of August 1973 (UoS.A./U.S.S.R. ships) in the
Dakar area;

(b)

in late October 1973 (UoS.A./Federal Republic of Germany ships) in the
Puerto Rico area;

(c)

from 15 February to 27 February 1973 (UoS.A. ship) between Miami and
Barbados;

(d)

the presently planned intercomparisons of radiation instruments in Miami
in April 1973;

(e)

a test of the OMEGA wind-finding system near Dakar early in 1974.

It was considered that an opportunity might then arise to carry out some
trials with aircraft o
6.5
The Board requested its members to consider urgently the possibilities
of taking part in the above trial periods by' adjusting very
slightly,
where necessary, the presently planned movement schedules of their platforms. It
was agreed that the SMG should be informed of the outcome of members' considerations
in this regard, and that in the event of joint trials being possible the SMG should
convene an informal meeting as necessary to agree on the details of the programmes.
6.6
The Board recognized that considerable information was already available
on intercomparison of radiosondes and could be obtained from the WMO Commission for
'Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO)o
6.7
The Board accepted and endorsed the need for a trial of WWW land stations
but noted that this was the responsibility of WMO and the TEC.
COMPOSITION, LOCATION AND OPERATION OF THE SMG AND REVIEW OF ITS
TERMS OF REFERENCE
7.1

The representative of the United Kingdom presented the reasoning behind
a paper concerned with the undertaking of research by members of the
SMG. This proposal effectively broadens the activities of the SMG in the scientific area.
h~submis~onof
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7.2
The· Board discussed in detail the need for members of the SMG to actively
participate in the research programmes of GATE. Specifically noted was the need for
the establishment of a tropical modelling group to be activated at Bracknell, which
would interlock with other groups of·a similar nature. Several members expressed a
willingness to participate, and the concept of forming a tropical modelling group to
work at Bracknell as a part of the SMG was endorsed by the Board.
7.3
The Board then
and adopted a change which
in the research programmes
observations (see Appendix

discussed the proposed change to the terms of reference
would emphasize the active participation of SMG members
and scientific analysis of the data resulting from GATE
E).

7.4
As regards the proposed operating procedures for the SMG, the Board
recognized that the SMG had not yet been operating for a sufficiently long period to
enable a specific set of procedures to be defined. However, the Board expressed its
satisfaction with the way that the SMG was operating and expressed its willingness
to entertain a proposal for Qperating principles at its next meeting, by which time
the SMG would have gained more operating experience. Some members of the Board
expressed the view that the SMG should place emphasis on the scientific planning
for GATE and should continue to make maximum use of the existing machinery of the
WMO Secretariat.
7.5
The SMG presented a survey of the anticipated areas of activity of the
SMG in the coming months. This was followed by a request for personnel with
expertise in specific areas to be assigned to the SMG. The Board noted that there
was an immediate and urgent need for three short-term experts in communications,
base facilities and land-based observing and telecommunication systems and for two
long-term experts in data management and oceanography. Furthermore, experts are
needed in tropical numerical modelling, radiation, instrumentation (including aircraft instrumentation) and satellite operations. The Board approved the proposed
fields of activity of the SMG (see Appendix F) and the requirements for expertise
as put forward by the SMG. The Board agreed with the SMG that any country considering nominating an expert or experts should do so in consultation with the Director
of the SMG •.

7.6
Noting the need for an oceanographer on the staff of the SMG, the Board
decided that ass;stance;
•
.n thO~s ma tt er s hou Id be sought from SCOR. (See also
.paragraph 4.5.4.)
7.7
The representative from Portugal stated that, although he was unable to
supply experts to the Group, it was possible that Portugal could supply some funds
to be used for the support of scientific personnel in the conduct of GATE research.
7.8
The Board expressed its appreciation for the offer from Portugal and
agreed to ask that the Secretary-General of WMO study how such funds could best be
administered.
7.9
Finally the Board approved a request from the SMG that the group be
called the International Scientific and Management Group. It will henceforth be
called the ISMG.
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8.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT TEB SESSION

The Tropical Experiment .Board decided that its fourth session should be
held subsequent to the receipt of specific scientific requirements resulting from
the next JOC meeting, at a time which would allow the SMG to define more specifically
the requirements for the GDC, GOCC, etc., at a time subsequent to the TEC meeting,
planned for September 1972 and at a time which would allow for the contribution of
additional resources. The Board therefore agreed that the tentative time period
for the opening of the session would be in the autumn of 1972 at the WMO Secretariat
in Geneva. The specific date will be as determined by the Secretary-General of WMO
in consultation with the Chairman of the TEB.

9.

REPORT OF THE SESSION

The Board decided that the report of the third session should be drawn
up and distributed in a similar manner to the reports of previous sessions.
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APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF FORMAL RESPONSES TO SECRETARY-GENERAL I S LETTER
AS OF 26 APRIL 1972

BRAZIL:

Requested extension of 31 Maroh 1972 deadline due to
late reoeipt of request.

CANADA:

1 ship full time, probably the researoh vessel "Hudson".

FINLAND:

Statement of oontributions to be made at TEB-III.

FRANCE:

1 expert to assist the SMG on a part-time basis; availability
of platforms under study.

GERMANY,
FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF:

1 ship (Meteor) full time; 1 ship (Planet) during August
and September 1974; 1 fishing researoh vessel for a sixweek period during August and September 1974; a weather
radar for installation on the Cape Verde Islands; 1 airoraft
(Canberra); 2 experts to serve on the SMG for a period of
3 years.

NETHERLANDS:

Investigating the possibility of a ship - will have firm
answer in 6 months.

POLAND:

Investigating the possibility of a ship - will advise by end
of 1972.

PORTUGAL:

Radiosonde and rawin observations from SAL; radiosonde and
rawin to be installed at Praia; airport faoilities at SAL
and port faoilities in the Cap~ Verde Islands; ship under
oonsideration - final deoision by end of 1972.

UNITED
KINGDOM:

2 ships full time; 1 long-range airoraft; aooommodation and
faoilities for the SMG; a fulltime expert to the SMG;
availability of researoh soientists at Braoknell; assistanoe
under VAP.

U.S.S.R. :

5 ships (3 of Type I and 2 of Type II); 2 long-range airoraft,
providing servioes and aooommodations are available under
advantageous terms; 2 meteorologioal satellites in polar orbit
on the Meteor system; a nomination for the position of Deputy
Direotor, SMG; an expert in the oolleotion, prooessing and
transmission of data to Braoknel1 for a period of 3-6 months
in the seoond half of 1972 or the first half of 1973; an
expert in tropioal models and programmes for the parameterization of atmospherio processes in 1973; an expert to the GOCC
during the experiment period.

U.S.A.:

5 ships (3 with radar); 4 long-range aircraft; 3 short-range
airoraft; flights by weather reoonnaissanoe aircraft when
available; ITOS polar-orbiting satellite; SMS/GOES geo-
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stationary satellite; NIMBUS researoh satellite;
some buoy platforms; one upper-air observing team;
assistanoe under VAP; personnel to the GOCC;
a Data Utilization Station (DUS) for obtaining
image data from 5MB/GOES; an expert to SMG; additional
experts to SMG as required; short-term oonsultants
as required.

APPENDIX D
GATE OCEANOGRAPHY PROGRAMME

A task group of oceanographers under the sponsorship of the United
states National Academy of Sciences has been involved in considering
what type of oceanographic programme should be carried out during GATE.
The GATE experiment offers a unique opportunity to oceanographers because
of the extent of the meteorological coverage of the region. There have
been no instances when an oceanographic experiment has been carried out
under conditions when the atmospheric circulation at the time of the
experiment was well determined.
There have been two meetings of physical oceanographers in the
U.S.A. and there now exists a preliminary proposal for a physical
oceanographic programme. At the last meeting, which was jointly sponsored
by SCOR, representatives of the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic
of Germany took part in the discussions and it is expected that the
oceanographic programme will develop as an international programme.
Although the emphasis in these early discussions has been on physical
oceanography, it is expected that scientists from other oceanographic
disciplines (biology, geology, chemistry) will be interested in GATE
and will begin to develop their own programmes.
The present thinking about a physical oceanographic programme has
been described in the summary of discussions held 17-18 February 1972
in Miami, Florida which was distributed to the TEB. The experiments fall
into two groups. The first set of experiments focuses on the tropical
ocean circulation and might be termed the A-scale experiment. Oceanographic
ships will be moored at two locations on the equator continuously during
the experiment. Profiles of velocity, temperature and salinity will be
taken on a regular basis. This time series will give us a representation
of the velocity and density field down to about 1,000 m. There are at
least three flows that will be sampled, the surface South Equatorial Current,
the Equatorial Undercurrent and the deep westward flow underneath the
Undercurrent. Determination of the variations in the strength and locations
of these flows will give us a unique picture of ocean variability. These
equatorial measurements from the ships will be supplemented by the deployment 12 unattended moorings with the capability of measuring velocity,
temperature and salinity at three or four levels. These moorings will be
placed along the equator and along a meridian, e.g. 30 0 W, which will extend
into the B-scale region. These measurements will give us a representation
of the meridional structure of the large-scale ocean currents between 0 0
and l5°N with a very high resolution in time. In order to provide some
data on the north-south structure of the currents on a finer spatial scale,
a ship will be used to make closely-spaced vertical profiles along the
meridians of the two ships which are moored on the equator.
Lagrangian measurements of velocity with drifting buoys and
measurements of temperature structure and volume transport from expendable
instruments dropped from aircraft on weekly flights will also be made to
supplement the shipboard and moored buoy measurements.
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The second set of experiments will be carried out in the B-scale
array and will utilize the detailed observation of the wind field there.
The momentum, heat and water fluxes in the mixed oceanic layer will be
studied and related to the fluctuating atmospheric circulation. These
studies will require regular soundings with XllT and STD's from most of the
ships on the array. Velocity information will be gained from drifting
buoys, arrays of moored instruments and may be current profiling from a
moored ship. With these measurements it is hoped that heat, water and
momentum budgets of the combined atmosphere and oceanic boundary layer
may be described.
other experiments in the B-array will focus on the coupling of
internal waves to the mixed layer and on the surface wave generation in
the region. The internal wave studies will be carried out with special
moorings in the area to provide adequate spatial resolution of the
internal wave field. The surface wave generation problem will be
approached by use of shipborne wave recorders.
In general it is felt that these measurements are compatible with
the meteorological programme and can be carried out with a minimum of
interference. Oceanographic and meteorological observations should be
able to be made simultaneously. Some ship time will be reqUired for
setting and recovering moorings. In most cases a co~plement of 3 to 5
oceanographic scientists should be able to carry out the suggested
programmes.

APPENDIX E

PROPOSED NEW
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND MANAGEMENT GROUP
OF THE TROPICAL EXPERIMENT BOARD
1.
To perform the necessary work relating to the planning and
implementation of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment in accordance
with the directives of the Tropical Experiment Board, including the
preparation of and participation in the:
operational and logistical planning;
observational programmes;
data management programmes;
2.
To participate actively in the research programmes and analysis
of the data.

3.
To maintain liaison with the JPS in order that the overall planning
takes fully into account the scientific objectives of GARP as developed by
the JOC.

4.
To co-ordinate with and, where appropriate, operate through the
WMO Secretariat in all matters pertaining to:
international policy and assistance;
technical aspects of other than dedicated resources;
administration.
The provisions of this paragraph will not normally apply to arrangements
affecting those resources uniquely dedicated to GATE unless those arrangements
fall in the category of international policy and assistance.

5.
To maintain liaison at the working level with experts designated for
this purpose by each participating country and by interested organizations
so as to keep up-to-date the information on national and international plans
for and contributions to the experiment, and to assist in the integration
of these plans and contributions into a co-ordinated effort.
6.
To make proposals to the chairman of the Tropical Experiment Board
or the Secretary-General of WMO, as appropriate, relating to the conduct
of its work and, upon approval, take the necessary follow-up action.

7.

To submit short informative progress reports every three months to
the Tropical Experiment Board with an information copy to the Tropical
Experiment Council.
8.
To prepare the provisional agenda and supporting documentation for
sessions of the Tropical Experiment Board in consultation w.ith the chairman
of the Tropical Experiment Board. ,and the Secretary-General of WMO.

APPENDIX F

SUGGESTED AREAS OF ACTIVITY OF THE SMG

Activities
1.

2.

Science

TechnologY

Field operations
(in conjunction with GOCC)

a.

Scientific requirements and priorities

b.

Definition of sub-programmes

c.

Integrated observational programme

d.

Scientific direction during field operations

e.

Scientific analysis

f.

Tropical numerical modelling

g.

Special studies

h.
a.

Scientific data requirements
Dedicated platforms and instrumentation
systems (characteristics, tec~iques,
compatibility, etc.)

b.

Common calibration, intercomparison,
testing

c.

Satellite systems

d.

WWW stations

e.

Platforms

a.

Initiation of GOCC

b.

Field facility requirements

c.

Logistics

d.

Communications

e.

Aircraft operations

f.

Ship operations

g.

Land stations and related telecommunications

h.

Operational control
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Activities

~

4.

Data

~conjunction with

the GDC)

i.

Forecasting activities

j.

Testphase requirements

k.

Sea/Air rescue

1.

Administration (including local
arrangements, housing, etc.)

a.

GDC initiation

b.

Data collection plan

c~

Recording requirements (media, formats,
etc.)

d.

Data processing
during testphase
during fieldphase
after- fieldphase

5.

Special activities

e.

Error analysis

f.

Archiving

g.

Assistance in scientific analysis

a.

Administration

b.

Budget control

c.

International arrangements and relations

d.

Public information

e.

Audio-visual ·documentation

